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This book will be of interest to anyone professionally or educationally involved with costume history since it
includes many complete drawings and studies of dresses and accessories predicated on research from private
collections.
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Wonderful internal sketches of varied garments Wonderful inner sketches of various garments, plus
explanation of construction details that are often left unfamiliar in museum photography. A must have =)
Outstanding I purchased this publication because I was hoping to find some inside fine detail of the way the
clothing of earlier era's were constructed, and this book didn't disappoint. I was concerned about the
explanation that indicated that the publication was comprised of 'drawings' but when I received the reserve I
was impressed and astonished by the detail. I have to admit there are times when I am therefore taken by the
drawing details that the construction was overlooked! This is one of the most amazing books I very own,
and I it is one that I go back to again and again when I've construction questions. Devoid of the drawings in
color is certainly a bonus, obviously the style in the colour you choose.. This is actually the most wonderful
book on my collection and is well worn with notes and bookmarks currently.I'd wish for a genuine photo of
the item to correspond with the illustration, then it might be totally great!there are notes and discussions of
fabric types and some colors found in certain schedules, but overall that is a designer's treasure. This book
offers measurements, structure details and puts smaller accessories into context. My theater college student
uses this as a reference in school . If I were to change a very important factor. All of them are beautifully
rendered with components, umbrellas, belts, purses, outfit clips, sneakers, capes, cloaks, etc. Just what I
needed for my illustrations I had a need to find out the general styles for some book illustrations through the
Victorian era, and this was just the ticket.. Excellent resource for those who need accurate period dress up,
or just want to creat the look of a period period. Thank you because of this great reference. Best costume
book you could ever purchase! There are hundreds of costumes, with a broad assortment from every time
frame.. and each content of clothing or accessory comes with an explanation of materials used and how it
was employed. she also gives detailed drawings of the insides of these garments and drawings of older
pictures with garments used, which includes hair styles, etc. I wish you'll do one completely on personal
components.. This book targets women's clothing almost exclusively, but that allows it to become thorough.
I cannot give this book enough credit. There are many examples.. Every costumer of this time period must
have a copy! An excellent resource This book is a valuable resource for looking at differing decades over a
200 hundred year span. I cannot say more than enough about how useful it really is to the costumer or
reenactor Good when someone is starting out Good when someone is getting started. But certainly not
advanced more than enough in construction fine detail for someone looking to advance their historic
accuracy. Saved Me from MisIdentification Countless Moments!! I enjoy period costume but good research
books, especially when you are just beginning.are VERY hard to find.!. I really like this book! Many times I
would buy a large container of antique clothes at auction that contained smaller items which could have me
baffled. Countless instances I find them in her illustrations. Pretty pictures are excellent, but her details will
really educate you. Whether you intend to be 100% accurate or in case you are just trying to achieve a
"appear" of a time this publication will be helpful. This book, nevertheless, is more for an advanced
seamstress who has the skills to create their personal patterns because none can be found here. The
sketchbook appearance of the drawings is perfect if you are preparing or creating your own costume or
period dress... The facts are amazing and it is so well documented.. Not only have I learned an amazing
amount from this reserve, it has truly saved me from making too costly mistakes in selling vintage clothing..
That is a wonderfully detailed book and a must for anybody who loves .. Five Stars awesome book ! That is
a wonderfully complete book and a must for anyone who loves historic clothing! My theater student uses
this as a reference in school, he really likes it and says there exists a lot of info in there. I could spend hours
looking at this! Five Stars Wonderful reference lots of detail
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